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Decora Smart® No-Neutral Switch, Dimmer and Wi-Fi® Bridge
For homes that may not have a neutral wire in the switch wallbox, Leviton’s Decora Smart No-Neutral
Switch and No-Neutral Dimmer work with the easy-to-install Decora Smart Wi-Fi Bridge to seamlessly
integrate smart lighting capabilities into older homes.

Leviton’s New Decora Smart No-Neutral
Switch, Dimmer and Wi-Fi® Bridge

•

Pairing a Decora Smart No-Neutral Dimmer or NoNeutral Switch with the required Wi-Fi Bridge makes it
easy to install smart lighting control in homes without
neutral wiring in the electrical wallbox

•

The No-Neutral product line supports schedules,
custom lighting scenes, rooms and grouping, vacation
mode, auto shutoff, and works with Leviton’s Decora
Smart Anywhere Companions for wireless 3way/multi-location applications

•

The No-Neutral Dimmer features best-in-class fullrange dimming performance with custom settings in
the My Leviton app for preset lighting levels, fade
rates, bulb types and more, as well as an “Off Means
Off” feature that ensures low-wattage LED bulbs
always turn completely off

•

The Decora Smart Wi-Fi Bridge is simple to install, and its small form factor means users can
plug it directly into a wall outlet without taking up space on a desk or counter. No ethernet
cable is required

•

One Wi-Fi Bridge supports up to 25 devices with 2,500 sq. ft. coverage. For larger homes,
more than one bridge can be installed to increase coverage

Part of the Decora Smart & My Leviton Product Portfolio
The Decora Smart No-Neutral Switch, No-Neutral Dimmer, and Wi-Fi Bridge are part of
Leviton’s award-winning Decora Smart Wi-Fi product line that gives homeowners control over
their connected devices from anywhere, at any time. Through seamless integration with the My
Leviton App, users are able to create a whole home Wi-Fi lighting experience by combining
devices, creating room scenes, customizing lighting settings such as fade rates, and enjoying
convenient remote control of devices and activities; all with no hub required. Homeowners can
also pair their Decora Smart Wi-Fi devices with voice assistant devices, including Amazon
Alexa®, Hey Google™, Apple HomeKit™/Siri®, IFTTT, SmartThings™ and Schlage for even
more convenient control of their lights, ceiling fans, small appliances, locks and more.

